is a function of the difference t -s only, we call the curve T in 5 defined by/( (-oo <t < oo) a screw line of 5 and F(t) =d(Jt, fo) a screw function of S. The reason for this terminology is as follows. If r is a real parameter, the two curves T0:ft (-oo <t< ») and TT:ft+T (-00 <t< oo) which are identical as point sets, are isometrically mapped on each other by the correspondence /i<->/i+T, for d(f"fs) =F{t -s) = d(ft+T,fs+r), in view of (0.1). These congruent mappings of T into itself form a one-parameter group.
The following properties of a screw function F(t) of 5 are obvious: F(t) is a continuous non-negative even function and F(0) = 0; if F(t) is a screw function, then all functions F(kt) (k real) are screw functions. A different point of view which puts the emphasis on the screw function F(t) rather than on the screw line T is as follows. Consider the real axis -oo </< oo as a euclidean space Ei and change its metric from \t -s\ to F(t -s). We thus get a new space which, following Blumen thai, we shall call the metric transform of E\ by F{t) and denote by F(Ei). For what functions F(t) may this metric transform F(£i) be isometrically imbedded in 5? Clearly F(Fi) enjoys this property if and only if F(t) is a screw function of S. For if the mapping of the point t, of F(£i), into the point of 5, performs the imbedding of F(Ei) into S, then (0.1) expresses the isometricity of this imbedding. , listed in the bibliography at the end of this paper, which were partly suggested by this earlier work frequently referred to in these articles. Part fit, however, carries on the work presented in [4] and [5] and is essentially based on some of that work.
As examples we mention
F,(t) = 02 + sin2/)1 '2, which is a screw function of the euclidean space £3, in view of the identity Fl(t -s) = (t -s)2 + sin2 (/ -5) = (t -s)2 + |(cos 2t -cos 2s)2 + j(sin 2i -sin 2s)2. (0-3') fc{ , 2 . . 2, + X {j^4"(cos 2m,/ -cos 2u,s) -\-jv4"(sin 2m"/ -sin 2m"s) }. y=l We shall see that (0.2) and (0.3) are the most general screw functions of FW and FW-i, respectively, which are not also screw functions of a euclidean space of lower dimensions. We shall see that this F(t) is not a screw function of any euclidean space.
3. The principal purpose of this paper is to determine all screw functions of Hilbert space. It consists of three parts. In Part I we state our fundamental result (Theorem 1) and show by means of elementary results of Menger and Schoenberg that all functions F(t) there described are screw functions of §. Furthermore, those screw functions of § are characterized which correspond to screw lines T with one of the following properties: T is euclidean, bounded, rectifiable or closed.
The converse statement to the effect that Theorem 1 yields all screw functions of § is established in two essentially different ways in Part II and Part III respectively.
In Part II this is proved by a direct investigation of the group of isometric mappings of § into itself which is induced by the group of isometric mappings of a screw line into itself. Free use is made of the theory of Hermitian operators in Hilbert space. In Part III intervenes only by its metric in accordance with the ideas of Menger on the metric characterization of metric spaces. The method used is an elaboration of the metrical approach of Part I which is made more effective by an appeal to the theory of positive definite functions, i.e., the characteristic functions of the theory of probabilities. This connection was pointed out in two recent papers by one of us [4, 5 ] . In [5, p. 837], it was shown that the question as to when the metric transform F(Em) is imbeddable in ^ depended on certain limit (closure) theorems. Here we establish these theorems in a form similar to P. Levy's limit theorem concerning characteristic functions. In conclusion we want to say that the operator method of Part II, dealing with the imbedding of F(Ei) in !q, may also be extended to cover the general case of the imbedding of F(Em) in §. Although this extension has been fully worked out, for reasons of conciseness we treat in Part II only the case of screw lines (m = 1).
Part L The fundamental theorem on screw functions in Hilbert space and elementary consequences 1.1. Let § be a real Hilbert space. For every t > -&>, and < 4-°°, let a point/j of § be given, such that (i) ft is a metrically continuous function of /, (ii) the distance of/( and/s depends on t -s only.
According to the general definition of our Introduction, the curve r:/( is a screw line of 1q. Condition (ii) means and conversely, ( The points to = 0, h, ■ ■ ■ , t", of the space F(£i), which is obtained from £1 by changing its metric from 11 -s\ to F(t -s), may be imbedded in £". By a theorem of Menger [2] this is sufficient to insure the possibility of imbedding £(£1) in
We can therefore state Let now y(u) have infinitely many points of increase. We want to show that F(t) is not euclidean, that is, the metric transform F(Ei) cannot be imbedded in a euclidean space. For if n is an arbitrary positive integer, we may find n points of increase u = uy (p = 1, n) of y{u), such that 0<Ui<u2< ■ ■ ■ <un. We shall now locate in F(Ei) n-\-\ points /=0, hi • • " i In, which cannot be imbedded in En-i-Such points will enjoy this property if the quadratic form ( Since y(«) =2w/V has infinitely many points of increase, it is not a euclidean screw function. A somewhat more general example is (1.14)
is of the form (1.4).
1.3. Let us find conditions which insure the boundedness of a screw function F(t). Later we shall see that this occurs when the corresponding screw line lies on a sphere of .£). For the present we prove where all three members may also be infinite.
As C = 0 is obviously necessary in order that F2(t) be bounded, it suffices to prove the inequalities (1.17). Let '." sin2 tu 2 C " sin15 to Fe,o(0 = I -(JtW, 0 < € < a < 4-°°.
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We have
ATu / hence 1 rT 2 1 ra -2 lim -I Ft,a{t)dt = -I u dy(u).
Whence, since F2(t)~^F2a(t), we derive l rc lim supF (t) S: lim supF,,a(t) St -I u dy(u).
By comparing the extreme terms only and allowing e->0 and a->», we get the first inequality (1.17). The second inequality (1.17) follows from 
In particular, if 7(00) -7(0) = 1, / is identical with the length of arc along the screw line of F(t).
The euclidean screw lines corresponding to (0.2), (0.3) are always rectifiable, the relations between 5 and t being respectively s = tl 22 A,u,\ , s = t[ C + Z AyU,\ .
The screw lines of (1.14) are non-rectifiable, since F(t)/t-* 00 as t-*0. 1.5. When is a screw line T, corresponding to the screw function F(t), a closed curve? Let/(o be a double point of T, that is, /("=/("+t for some r >0.
Then 0-11/^-/4-F(t), hence ||/(+T-/(|| =F(r) =0 or/(+T=/( for all real t.
This means that /, and therefore also F(t) =||/«-/o|| has the period t and V is a closed curve. Conversely, all this is implied if F(t) is periodic. Let this be the case and let r be the least positive period of F(t), which exists if F{t) f4 0. From (1.7) we get
This implies that C = 0 and that y(u) is constant in all the intervals {k-\.)ir/t<u<kir/t (A-I The screw lines of Fi(t) are non-rectifiable; those of F2(t) are rectifiable with i as length of arc, since lim^0 F2(t)/t = 1.
1.6. We conclude this survey of these most elementary and characteristic features of screw lines by proving the following theorem. We shall prove that T can be placed on a sphere of !q of radius r. Consider the metric transform F(Ei), i.e., the real axis -» <t< °o with the distance d(t, t') = F(t-t'); add to this space a new point A and complete the definition of distance throughout F(Bi) +A by setting The ft-fo, t rational, are linear aggregates of the (p/s, hence (owing to/('s continuity in t) all/(-fo, -* <t< <*>, are limit points of such linear aggregates. Therefore all/(-fo belong to the closed, linear set which is spanned by <pi, </>2, ■ • • , and which therefore coincides with $i. Hence Hence (2.7'), and consequently (2.6'), are independent of s. But for 5 = 0 (2.6'), (2.7') coincide with (2.6), (2.7), and hence are true. Therefore they hold for all s. Let If we write (2.12) for t = u and v, and subtract, we get (2.13) V(s)(fu -fv) = /"+, -fv+s.
Since (2.12) is a special case of (2.13) (u = t, v = 0) we see that (2.13) is also characteristic for U(s). Application of (2.13) for s=Si, 52, «i4-*i shows that (2.14) U(s2)U(Sl) = U(st + s2).
As ftj+s, fs are continuous functions of s, so is (pi(s) by (2.4'). Now (2.11) shows that ( This holds provided t satisfies (2.22). Since it is obviously true for t=0, it holds whenever |;| gir/2n. But if (2.24) holds for both / and 5 then (2.17) extends it to t+s. Hence (2.24) holds for all t.
We may now formulate (2.21), (2.24) as follows:
The projections of ft -f0 in 2JJ° and 9D?" e are tü0 and {exp (itÄ) -1} ü"e (2.25) . _ respectively, the ü>°, üne being fixed elements of 9Jc° and 3)t",e respectively. By well known properties of functions of Hermitian operators, and since
We know that §i is
the above expression is equal to We refer to [5, §8.1], for a simple proof, based on the statement above, that any F(t) given by (3.2) belongs toII(£m). be a sequence of functions with non-decreasing y"(u), (7"(0) =0), such that all integrals fx u~2dyn(u) exist. Letfn(t) converge, as »-><», uniformly in any finite interval, to a function f(t). We indicate this type of convergence by the relation 1 -exp { -\F2(t)} g \K2eXK, a bound which is independent of t and tends to zero with X. Setting /"(/) =f(t, 1/») we therefore have fn(t)->-F2(t) and Lemma 2 is applicable, on account of (3.10), showing that F2(t) is of the form (3.2).
3.3. In this proof of Theorem 7 only a part of Lemma 2 was used, namely that (3.5) and (3.6) imply (3.7). We have stated and shall prove the more inclusive limit theorem for two reasons. First, our limit theorem implies that y(u) of (3.2) is uniquely defined by F(t). Second, a proof of the complete statement is hardly more complicated than a proof of the partial statement actually used above.
Lemma 2 will be a direct consequence of the following analogous limit theorem involving a simpler kernel under the integral sign. Conversely, if the relations (3.14) and (3.15) hold and <pn(t), <b(t) are defined by (3.11) and (3.13), then (3.12) holds(3).
The <bn{i) belong to the class F defined in [5, §4]. It was shown there (Lemma 5) that (3.12) implies <p(t)£.T, hence (3.13). It was furthermore (3) That the condition (3.15) cannot be dispensed with is shown by the example of ß"(u) = 0 if 0S«<ji, ß"(u) = n if aäit, ß(u)=0, hence <£"(<) = 1 -e-*", 0(/)=O. Now (3.14) holds but not (3.12) . Note that the condition (3.15) is not satisfied.
shown by means of the Vitali-Porter convergence theorem that <p"(0 and *»'(*) = f e-^dßn{u)
J o converge to <p{t) and <p'(t), respectively, uniformly in any finite closed domain inside the half-plane WltX) of the complex variable t =a-\-ir. In particular we therefore have o Jo Now (3.18) implies the desired relation (3.14).
There remains the proving of (3.15). On one hand (3.14) implies On comparing this relation with the assumption (3.6), we derive the validity of the desired conclusion (3.7).
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